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Abstract

The eighteen Party Congress report pointed out that the essence of socialist core value system is the socialist core values, the value orientation of "prosperity, democracy, civilization, harmony, freedom, equality, justice, rule of law, patriotism, dedication, integrity, kindness". The comprehensive construction of a well-off society, the development of China socialism, in-depth implementation of Scientific Outlook on Development, people-oriented, to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation Chinese dream is the common aspiration of the people of all ethnic groups in the future and direction of the party, is the focus of future work in a period of time. The realization of "China dream", to lead the socialist core value system and promote the socialist core values into the socialist reform and construction aspects, realize the comprehensive development of politics, economy, culture and society, promote the construction of ecological civilization. Based on this background, in this paper, the author will be the main socialist core values to achieve the "Chinese dream" theme of the path analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Marx holds that social existence determines social consciousness, the socialist core values as a form of social consciousness, social practice depends on the reform and opening up, decided to build the well-off society and realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "China dream" construction practice. Social consciousness has a negative effect on the society, and the social consciousness which is advanced and suitable for the social development has a positive role in promoting and promoting the social existence. The socialist core values is the further development of Scientific Outlook on Development and the socialist core value system of people-oriented, is to unite the wisdom and strength of the national people in the party under the new situation, to create a harmonious society, promoting social fairness and justice is the guidelines, regulating social relations, an important force to maintain good social order. The promotion of the core values of socialism and the people, will greatly promote the "China dream" construction practice, become the construction of "China dream" the spirit of power and lead the Chinese nation to develop innovative spirit banner.

2. The profound connotation and significance of the "Chinese dream"

General secretary Xi Jinping proposed to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "Chinese dream" is a rich and profound significance of the great idea, is the party after fully completed task of well-off society of the new blueprint, the future is when the leadership of the national struggle of people of all ethnic groups in the direction of its rich connotation and significance an important and far-reaching impact.
2.1 The ultimate goal is to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation

"Chinese dream" is the second Scientific Outlook on Development after the party's ideological and ruling party in the new period, is facing the complicated international situation, achievements and theoretical innovation is the completion of a comprehensive look far ahead from a high plane, and the grand blueprint and a great concept of well-off society, its basic goal is to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. The great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, is the realization of "political economic and cultural, social and ecological civilization" in the "five one" strategy. The construction of political civilization, is the construction of socialist democratic politics, realize the orderly participation of citizens in political life under the leadership of the party, promoting the rule of law, exert the superiority of the socialist system; economic development is the fundamental driving force for the progress of a nation, taking economic construction as the center is the center work of the party in the primary stage of socialism, the realization of "Chinese dream" the inevitable requirement to realize the healthy and stable development of social economy; promote advanced culture, Australia is the construction of socialist harmonious culture and promote social stability and justice for all the people to enrich the spiritual and cultural life; the construction of ecological civilization, to build a green GDP, realize the harmony between human and environment, conserve resources for sustainable development of future generations, to create a good environment that is the proper meaning of "China dream".

2.2 Thought is rooted in the traditional Chinese culture

"China dream" is not imaginary, but with the Chinese traditional culture is the same strain, Chinese culture and national spirit in the new period of innovation. General secretary Xi Jinping in the eighteen report pointed out that in recent years to achieve national independence and national prosperity is several generations of Chinese cherished common aspiration of the Chinese nation, carrying on the happiness of life and yearning for the good, is the fundamental interests of all the people in the new period. The Confucian culture emphasizes benevolence, heavy righteousness rites, China dream reflects the construction of harmonious social and interpersonal relationship; Mohist emphasize is "Yin", advocate the society to respect knowledge, and "Chinese dream" to improve the connotation of scientific and cultural quality of the whole nation fit; legalism emphasized the important role of law in social life, and the "rule of law", the construction of socialist society should agree without prior without previous consultation [2]. In addition, honesty, dedication, equality, respect and care for the young people, such as the Chinese traditional culture essence in the connotation of "China dream" have embodied. Therefore, the "Chinese dream" thought is rooted in the traditional culture of the Chinese nation, they have inherent consistency.

2.3 Based on the great practice of socialist construction

The great idea of "Chinese dream" is put forward on the basis of the great practice of the socialist construction in the 65 years since the founding of new China, especially in the 35 years of reform and opening up. Marx holds that social life is essentially a practice, therefore, "China dream" as a grand idea proposed by the party, which comes from social practice, and to guide and lead the strength of the whole society, to join the construction of the socialist modernization. Since the reform and opening up, China's social changes with each passing day, the rapid development of social economy, in 2010 GDP ranked second in the world, become a veritable big country. With the development of the reality of the social and economic development, the party and the government proposed "look far ahead from a high plane, China dream" is a great idea, formed a series of theoretical and practical significance of the value idea and value
demand, reflected in the primary stage of socialism construction practice, highlighting the great practice of the people involved in the social and economic development the construction of the.

3. The internal consistency of the socialist core values and the "Chinese dream"

3.1 Have a common ideal and pursuit

The great idea of the socialist core values and the "Chinese dream" are based on the great practice of building socialism with Chinese characteristics. The China used to unite the whole society, leading the value orientation is the socialist core values, and guide people to unite the goal is "China dream", the former emphasizes the cultivation, the latter emphasizes promoting, ultimately comes down to build the well-off society and realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "Chinese dream" of this strategy. The two are the Chinese Communist Party adhere to the development requirement of advanced productivity, the fundamental interests of the direction of advanced culture and the broad masses of the people of this important thought, reflected in the new period, the party at the forefront of the times, grasp the pulse of the history of advanced. To adhere to the common ideal and belief is an important way to glow the good spirit of the Chinese nation in the new period. Only the whole nation have common ideals and beliefs, to unite together to gather strength, unservingly adhere to the socialist orientation, break some countries always attempt to subvert the basic system of China's socialist abacus, to make the socialist construction constantly revitalized, highlighting the superiority of socialism, enhance the comprehensive national strength. Therefore, the socialist core values of the socialist core values and the "China dream" have the important function and significance to maintain the stability of the political system.

3.2 Have been widely recognized by society

With the diversification of social economic development and changes in the field of thought, construction of spiritual civilization of our country and development thought encountered some impact, social ideological conflict and convergence, the traditional thought gradually disintegrated, the new unified social thought has not yet formed, caused a great impact to people's ideological field, people face a thing and when I need to make a value judgment and choice are often confused, the long-term development of a stable and harmonious social order and the nation is very unfavorable, people eager to have a unified view of society and people's voice can gather consensus idea, socialist core values and the "Chinese dream" is precisely the people should look forward to put forward. The core values of socialism give people a macro guidance and guidance in thought and behavior, and guide people to correct and resist the bad thoughts and values.

3.3 Two are stressed the overall development

Since the reform and opening up, China's social and economic development rapidly, people's living standards improve, has entered a well-off society. The socialist core values and "China dream" are covering all aspects of the society, adhere to the people-oriented, inherit and carry forward the excellent traditional culture of ideological system, is to solve the present social problems, improve the level and quality of people's life is to achieve take relative measures to solve a problem, not only economic development, the development of thought and mode to social progress the. The development of a country depends on the comprehensive national strength, the economy is only one aspect, the construction of ecological civilization, the implementation of democratic politics is an important aspect of comprehensive national strength. From this perspective, the socialist core values and "China dream" firmly grasp the "comprehensive" two words, not one-sided emphasis on economic development, to enhance the overall level of development, to create a good living environment for the people, inspire people to join the great practice of socialist construction, to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "China dream and endless struggle.
4. Analysis of the way of the socialist core values to help Chinese dream

4.1 National system level

The socialist core values at the national level and prosperity, democracy, civilization and harmony, which is the most important aspect of the construction of socialist Chinese characteristics, reflects the common aspiration of the people of all ethnic groups, is the inevitable choice for the construction of politics, economy and culture, social and ecological civilization "five in one" and righteousness. The Chinese nation is prosperous, powerful, weathered and enduring, one hundred years of humiliation, let every Chinese people recognize that a foreign, bullied, only the wealth of the country, in order to protect the strong soldiers and sturdy horses, not easily won today to make peace, the Chinese nation for generations to live and work in peace, enjoy the happiness of life, only. To lay a solid foundation for China socialist construction. Democracy is the goal and motive force of the construction of socialist political civilization. People's democracy is the fundamental cause of socialist democratic politics with a strong vitality, reflecting the superiority of the socialist system of socialist core values requires us to develop a democratic centralism, implement the people-oriented Scientific Outlook on Development, continue to strengthen the unity of the party's leadership, people in power and the three rule of law, promote the development of socialist democratic politics.

4.2 Social life aspect

The socialist core values advocated freedom, equality, the rule of law and justice in the social life. The so-called freedom is relative freedom, and it is fundamentally different from the one-sided and absolute freedom of the bourgeoisie. Marx's pursuit of freedom is relative, is the premise to the freedom of others under the freedom of the legal and ethical framework, people express their demands and choose their own way of life and development of the free. To cultivate the socialist core values, to hold high the banner of socialism with Chinese characteristics, to oppose the mistakes of the western bourgeois liberalization and decadent ideas. China has a vast territory, large population, potential social contradictions, if not a complete and feasible legal system, will not be able to maintain good social order, cannot let the people live and work in peace, is not conducive to the comprehensive construction of well-off society and the great practice of "China dream" will have a very negative impact.

4.3 Civil action level

The core values of socialism advocate patriotism, respect work, honesty and kindness in the citizen's individual behavior. Patriotism is the core of the spirit of the Chinese nation, is every Chinese people should have the spirit of quality. Patriotism is the Chinese nation an important factor to maintain strong vitality for thousands of years, is to promote the whole social cohesion, to build a well-off society and realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "China dream" inexhaustible spiritual power source. Employment is the livelihood of the people, and dedication is the realization of the necessary quality of career development of citizens, the realization of the value of life in the work to achieve, the need to work. Professionalism is a citizen should have the quality, not only our country, all countries in the world are so. The United States advocates the main sense of the spirit of entrepreneurship, Germany to promote excellence, rigorous, and so on. Only with professionalism, in order to continue to promote economic development, to achieve well-being of life. Professionalism is an important part of professional ethics, the current world economic globalization, the deepening of social division of labor, each of the professions have their own moral standards.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the core values of the socialist spiritual civilization construction, covering the support of social justice system construction and safeguarding the stability of social order and other aspects, covering national, social and civic three levels, support the great practice of building a well-off society, help to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation "Chinese dream".
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